A long-standing objection to the Gaia hypothesis has been a perceived lack of plausible mechanisms by which life on Earth could come to regulate its abiotic environment. A null hypothesis is survival by pure chance, by which any appearance of regulation on Earth is illusory and the persistence of life simply reflects the weak anthropic principle -it must have occurred for intelligent observers to ask the question. Recent work has proposed that persistence alone increases the chance that a biosphere will acquire further persistence-enhancing properties.
discussion of such approaches). Here we introduce a quantitative model of this 23 idea and contrast it with a null model of survival by pure chance, and then in-24 vestigate the effect of adding feedback using an existing model of environmental 25 feedbacks. 26 
Model 27
We compare three hypotheses for the continued persistence of life on Earth: H3 -Environmental feedbacks in addition to selection by survival. 32 In an attempt to isolate the effect of life on its own persistence we use idealised 33 model biospheres where the abiotic environment is highly simplified and where 34 the biosphere has a non-zero likelihood of extinction which can be impacted by 35 the biosphere. For each scenario, we consider a non-interacting population of 36 10 4 isolated model biospheres and consider how many survive as a function of 37 time. Appendix A contains a full model description. The models used in each 38 scenario are described below. 
We set C to have the same value as the starting extinction values for the 45 selection by survival (H2), and the environmental feedback (H3) experiments. 46 This allows us to identify any survival enhancement performed by the biospheres 47 in these experiments. Figure 1 shows a schematic of an H2 / H3 system. It is these systems that 116 are subject to the P T extinction values, and the microbial actions happening 117 inside each system determine the value of P T .
118 Figure 1 : Schematic of an H2 or H3 system, showing the nutrient medium (with inflow and outflow), the microbes, and an example microbe metabolism. For H2 systems, microbe metabolisms impact the system temperature, but are temperature independent themselves.
In H3 systems, microbe metabolisms impact the system temperature and are temperature sensitive, resulting in a feedback loop.
Method

119
We start the experiment with each model system with a temperature that 120 does not match the microbes 'ideal' temperature (i.e. with T 0 = T ideal ) to test 121 the model's ability to approach ideal conditions. All H1, H2, and H3 systems 122 begin each experiment with the same system temperature, T 0 , and we set P C = 123 P T,0 = a+b×|T ideal −T 0 |. The value of T 0 will be the temperature of the medium 124 6 inflowing to each system, T inf low . We set T inf low = 0, and therefore Figure 2 shows the trajectories of the system temperature (with T 0 shown in 172 black and T ideal shown in green) and the total population for 3 individual runs. To test whether selection by survival is a viable mechanism, we first examine 192 the H2 systems and compare them to the null H1 systems. Figure can see that for a strong enough τ , T − lim > T 0 would be true. If this were the 270 case, the initial microbe population would be unable to survive its environment 271 and would quickly go extinct. If T − lim ≈ T 0 , then the early environment will only 272 be able to support a very small cooling biosphere which would be more prone 273 to extinction due to stochastic fluctuations. Biospheres with high τ will also 274 have a narrower window of temperatures where the system is nutrient limited 275 and so these systems will be more likely to become temperature limited and We ran similar survival experiments to those shown in Figure 3 with H3 280 systems (see Figure 5 ). Whether the added feedback from the environment to can be though of as a limiting case of H3 biospheres with microbe sensitivity 284 τ = 0. Figure 5 shows the results of experiments with varying T ideal , and τ 285 values for H1, H2, H3 and 'Ideal' systems.
286
The first column in Figure 5 shows systems where T ideal = 500 and τ (mi-287 crobe sensitivity) increases for H3 biospheres as we move down the column.
288 Figure 5a , with τ = 0.002 shows feedback hindering the H3 biospheres' survival 289 rates compared to H2 systems where T ideal = 500. As τ increases slightly to 290 τ = 0.0025 (Figure 5d ), the H3 biosphere survival rates are reduced more. Fig-291 ure 5g, where τ = 0.003, shows that with strong enough feedback H3 systems 292 rapidly go extinct and highlights a feature of H3 systems that is not present 293 in H2 systems -extinction via starvation. As H3 microbes are temperature 294 sensitive, if they find their environment too inhospitable they will be unable 295 to consume nutrients and the biosphere will quickly go extinct. In Figure 5g , 296 microbes are seeded in an environment they cannot tolerate, dooming them to a 297 rapid extinction. Figure 5j shows the fitness curves for the H3 microbes against impact environmental feedback can have on biospheres' survival rates is strongly 320 dependant on the starting environmental conditions. As we increase τ to τ = 321 0.007 ( Figure 5f ) and τ = 0.009 ( Figure 5i ) we see that, in the survival rate for 322 H3 systems is increasing -feedback improves H3 biospheres prospects for long 323 term survival. Figure 5l shows the fitness curves for the H3 biospheres in column 324 3, and shows that such strong feedback, not possible in previous experiments 325 where T ideal was further from T 0 , is both possible and beneficial when initial 326 conditions are close to the microbes ideal environment.
327
When T ideal = 100, the H3 systems in general have poorer survival rates 328 than H1 systems despite performing better than H2 systems. With strong envi-329 ronmental feedback the H3 biospheres are more likely to be temperature limited 330 than nutrient limited as the window of temperatures allowing for nutrient lim-331 itation shrinks as τ increases, meaning that the temperature is more likely to 332 perform a random walk to either T + lim or T − lim and become 'stuck' there. This 333 prevents the temperature from diverging far from T 0 as happens in the uncon-334 strained H2 systems, however it also prevents temperatures from reaching values 335 closer to T ideal . As T − lim < T 0 must be true for a viable biosphere, the P T values 336 of H3 systems in a temperature limited regime are greater than P T,0 and so in 337 general H3 biospheres experience poorer survival rates than H1 biospheres when 338 T ideal is close to T 0 even with strong feedback. The top panel in Figure 6 shows that the population in H3 biospheres on av- Figure 7a shows the H2 experiments, 371 and we see that early on, many H2 biospheres perturb their environment in 372 a way that greatly increases their P T extinction probability (initially all have 373 the value indicated by the black horizontal P C line). These systems however 374 are short lived, and we see that over time, only those biospheres with smaller 375 and smaller P T survive. Figures 7b -7d show H3 biospheres with increasing τ .
376
We see that with feedback to the microbes, the biospheres are unable to reach 377 the high extinction probabilities reached in the H2 biospheres. As the microbes 378 sensitivity increases, the H3 biospheres become less able to increase their P T 379 values over the starting P C value, as doing so prevents their ability to consume hinder long term survival rates (Figure 7d ). the biosphere. Our model systems start far from ideal conditions, and those 412 whose random walk do not improve conditions have a high risk of extinction.
413
Taken together, these points illustrate the importance of a guided random walk 414 mechanism for the very long-term persistence of life on a planet.
415
Feedback between life and the environment is an inevitable feature of any 416 biosphere, including the Earth. Furthermore, once a planet has abundant life 417 it will inevitably become a significant driver of global biogeochemical cycles. 418 We argue that both selection by survival and environmental feedback are likely timestep could be thought of as a periodic perturbation on the system which could affect the results 24 seen. To counter this, we calculate the net influx of nutrients N net at the start of each timestep:
where I N is the number of units of nutrient inflow per timestep, O N is the percentage outflow, 26 and N current is the current nutrient levels in the system at the start of the timestep. We can 27 then do N step = N net /K current where K current is the total population of the system at the start 28 of the timestep, and then for each iteration within a timestep we increment the nutrient levels by 29 N step . This results in the same quantity of nutrients being added / removed from the system as if 30 there was just one update at the start of the timestep, but it results in a much smoother transition 31 and means that microbes selected at the start and end of a timestep will see much more similar 32 worlds. In doing this, we treat nutrient levels as continuous but the microbes can only ever treat 33 the nutrients as units. So while each iteration we might be adding 10.7 nutrient units per iteration, 34 any microbes in the system can only act on the integer amounts of nutrients present. 35 We calculate the net temperature change due to diluting the current flask medium, by removing 36 certain percentage I T of the existing flask medium and replacing it with the same volume of fresh 37 influx at temperature T inf low . So for the flask temperature we update each iteration by T net :
again each timestep we can then increment the flask temperature by
where again K current is the total population of the system at the start of the timestep. For the null model we simply apply the biosphere-wide extinction probability P C to 10 4 H1 187 systems until all are extinct. This is an exponential decay. • We repeat this process n times for one timestep.
208
• Each timestep, the flask system has the temperature dependant probability P T of going 209 extinct.
210
• Each simulation is run until the system goes extinct. 
